
 

Tech Area Title Code Tech Area Description 
Advances in 
Experimental 
Techniques and 
Diagnostics 

ETD These sessions cover experimental developments in the production of high energy density states and the diagnosing of material 
properties of condensed matter systems at elevated pressures and temperatures, particularly under dynamic compression loading. 
Presentations will discuss advancements in diagnostics and techniques to explore compressed matter. Examples include 
spectroscopic methods, velocimetry (ORVIS, VISAR, PDV), high energy beam diagnostics, time-resolved methods (e.g. Raman, x-ray 
diffraction and electron microscopy), femtosecond, high rep-rate methods and related areas. 

Static High 
Pressure (Non-
Traditional) 

SHP These sessions will focus on experimental studies conducted using non-traditional diamond anvil cells (DACs) and large volume 
pressure platforms such as toroidal DACs (tDACs), double-stage DACs (dsDACs), dynamic DACs (dDACs), rotational/shear DACs, and 
large volume (Paris-Edinburgh and multi-anvil) press. Presentations will discuss new phenomena accessible using non-traditional 
static compression devices, advances that enable simultaneous high/low temperature studies, time-resolved studies made possible 
by advanced x-ray sources, and advanced non-standard measurement techniques. Presentations on relevant computational 
studies of multi-megabar phenomena are welcome. 

Static High 
Pressure (DACs)  

THP These sessions will focus on experimental and computational studies of changes within materials after compression in traditional 
diamond anvil cells (DACs). Presentations will discuss advancements in diagnostics and techniques to explore statically compressed 
matter. Examples include spectroscopic and diffraction methods, advances made possible by new light sources, and understanding 
enabled by computation techniques, such as Density Functional Theory, semi-empirical methods, and classical molecular dynamics. 

Data-Driven 
Modeling and 
Simulation 

DMS These sessions will focus on bringing the topics of big data analytics, machine learning, high throughput computation, and 
uncertainty quantification to shock physics. Presentations will focus on development and applications of these emerging methods 
to national user facility experiments, complex loading configurations, and other curated datasets relevant to material properties at 
high compression, material performance, or materials discovery.  

Detonation and 
Shock Induced 
Chemistry 

DSC These sessions revolve around the experimental or theoretical analysis of chemical changes within a material following exposure to 
a shock wave. The source of the shock wave may be a detonation, explosion, gun, laser, or any other system capable providing a 
strong enough shock wave to induce a chemical change within the material. Sample materials are to  include energetic and reactive 
materials, metals, and organic systems. Equation of state studies should include investigations into the reactive EOS regime. 

Energetic and 
Reactive 
Materials 

ERM These sessions are focused on synthesis, characterization and theory/modeling of energetic and reactive materials. In addition to 
traditional energetic materials, these sessions will highlight a variety of approaches that are being pursued to develop novel 
energetic materials, including chemical synthesis of high nitrogen compounds, formation of new cocrystals, development of metal 
clusters, and fabricating engineered materials such as reactive foils 



Equations of 
State 

EOS These sessions encompass all aspects, experimental and theoretical, of the relationship between the thermodynamic variables 
such as pressure, volume, temperature, energy, entropy and their derivatives describing various states of matter occurring under 
extreme conditions. Reports on multi-phase equation of state of new materials, experimental rigor and quantification of 
uncertainties in measured EoS parameters, extended coverage of phase space, advances in analysis and simulation methods, and 
new techniques are particularly encouraged 

First-Principles 
and Molecular 
Dynamics 

FMD These sessions encompass a wide range of simulations related to materials and chemistry under dynamic loading and extreme 
thermodynamic conditions. They include quantum approaches such as Density Functional Theory calculations, semi-empirical 
method development and applications, classical molecular dynamics, development of force fields and interatomic potentials for 
simulation of matter at extreme conditions, simulations of shock-induced dislocations and plasticity in metals and other materials, 
and atomistic simulation of reactive chemistry including detonation and deflagration. 

Geophysics and 
Planetary 
Science 

GPS The sessions on Geophysics and Planetary Science will encompass presentations in areas relevant to large-scale planetary impacts 
and conditions approaching those of deep planetary interiors. Presentations that are experimental or computational in nature may 
highlight new understanding of planetary interiors, dynamics, and origins of planetary systems. This session also encourages 
presentations on fast deformation of crustal materials, which may provide further insights into failure mechanisms. 

High Energy 
Density 
Physics/Warm 
Dense Matter 

WDM These sessions focus on experimental, theoretical and computational descriptions of extreme material states that lie between 
condensed matter and high temperature plasma, which are found in the interior of large gas and ice giant planets, as well as on the 
pathway to inertial confinement fusion (ICF) and with applications to inertia fusion energy (IFE). The presentations describing novel 
approaches to attack the limits of scientific understanding of the phenomena by which atoms, ions and electrons interact and 
organize over a range of extreme conditions, how high energy density science opens up a window to quantum materials, are 
particularly sought. We have an opportunity to spearhead interest and cultivate a community which can describe the generation, 
study and control of self-organization far from equilibrium through the action of intense fields -- we encourage this discussion.   

Hydrogen and 
Hydrides 

HHH These sessions will focus on experimental and computational studies of both dense hydrogen, and of hydride materials. 
Presentations on hydrogen will focus on 
fundamental high-density phenomena, and on its role in planetary interiors. In the hydrides, presentations will discuss the 
synthesis of novel high hydrogen 
content hydrides, their structures and vibrational properties, and the study of phenomena such as high-temperature 
superconductivity. Presentations will include 
both experimental studies using diffraction and spectroscopy, physical property measurements, and computational studies. 

Mechanics and 
Engineering at 
Extremes  

MEE The sessions on Mechanical and Engineering at Extremes will encompass presentations in areas relevant to Hopkinson (Kolsky) bar, 
tensile test, hardness tests, Taylor tests and shock tube measurements.  This session focuses on conventional (and non-
conventional) stress relaxation experiments performed statistically, quasi-statically and dynamically at moderate to low strain-
rates in compression, tension or shear. 

Multi-Scale 
Modeling and 
Experiments 

MME These sessions will focus on scale bridging in space and time using both computational and experimental methods. They include 
the use of either, or preferably both, experimental and computational techniques to bridge length- or time-scales. The 
presentations will focus on innovative methods for up- or down-scaling. 



Particulates, 
Composites, and 
Manufactured 
Materials 

PCM These sessions will cover recent investigations of dynamic response of particulate, porous and manufactured materials. Examples 
of materials include porous/cellular meta-materials, low-dimensional granular systems composed from ductile/brittle particles, 
three-dimensional granular packings of ductile/brittle particles and solid/solid or solid/porous laminates. Usually these materials 
are characterized by strongly nonlinear behavior resulting in a stationary shock or solitary wave propagation depending on the 
duration of the incoming pulse and their meso-structural parameters. Presentations related to tailoring dynamic response using 
meso-structural design based on analytical and/or numerical modeling coupled with experiments are especially welcomed -- this 
may also include studies on additively manufactured materials. 

Phase 
Transitions and 
Kinetics 

PTK These sessions are focused on the behavior of materials undergoing phase changes due to the influence of pressure, shear and 
temperature under shock conditions. The scope of topics includes solid-solid, solid-liquid as well as amorphous transitions and can 
cover a range of spatial and temporal scales and strain rates. A broad spectrum of presentations are encouraged specifically 
focusing on fundamental issues, such as the nature of transformation pathways, and the interplay of phase transitions and 
deformation processes. Experiments can span measurements conducted at lab scale to those utilizing in-situ probes at user 
facilities. Similarly, presentations on modeling at all scales, from atomistic and mesoscale to engineering scales, are welcome. 

Review of 
current & 
emerging high-
pressure user 
facilities  

FAC These sessions will focus on reviewing new experimental facilities that have been developed or are under development that 
support the science of GSCCM.  Presentations will review new experimental facilities, the current capabilities of these facilities and 
how to obtain access.  This session will expose GSCCM member to new research facilities throughout the world.  

Soft Matter 
Science 

SMS These sessions encompass state-of-the-art experimental, theoretical, and modeling & simulation studies of the dynamic behavior 
of polymers, biomaterials, and low-impedance materials. These materials exhibit strong effects of strain-rate dependence, non-
linear Us-Up Hugoniots, kinetic effects, high-pressure dissociations, phase transitions, and complex microstructures (semi-
crystalline, amorphous, crystalline, mesostructured, and multi length-scale). Work including broad understanding of spatial and 
temporal response to high strain-rates, in situ measurements and, combined experimental/theoretical methods are particularly 
encouraged. 

Spall, Ejecta, 
and Ballistics 

SEB These sessions encompass state-of-the-art experimental, theoretical, and modeling & simulation studies of the dynamic and shock-
induced mechanical behavior, damage evolution, and fracture response of materials. Studies of the influence of strain rate, 
temperature, stress-state, and microstructure on the elastic-plastic response, phase stability, and micro-mechanisms controlling 
inelastic deformation, damage, and failure are sought. Research addressing the spatial, temporal, and materials aspects of 
plasticity, damage, and fracture phenomena are particularly encouraged. 

 

  


